Abstract. Humans have a natural ability to haptically interact with other humans, for instance during physically assisting a child to learn how to ride a bicycle. A recent study has shown that haptic humanhuman interaction can improve individual motor performance and motor learning rate while learning to track a continuously moving target with a visuomotor rotation. In this work we investigated whether these benefits of haptic interaction on motor learning generalize to a task in which the interacting partners track a target while they learn novel dynamics, represented by a force field. Pairs performed the tracking task and were intermittently connected to each other through a virtual spring. Motor learning was assessed by comparing each partner's individual performance during trials in which they were not connected to the performance of participants who learned the task alone. We found that haptic interaction through a compliant spring does not lead to improved individual motor performance or an increase in motor learning rate. Performance during interaction was significantly better than when the partners were not interacting, even when connected to a worse partner.
Introduction
Haptic interaction between two humans comes naturally, for example while physically supporting a child which is learning to walk, carrying heavy items together or assisting a patient during physical rehabilitation. Interaction between humans concerning, for instance, joint action [13] and observational learning [1, 9, 7] have been studied in the past. Social interaction through gaming has shown improvement in motor learning, for instance because it makes the task more fun and motivating [3, 8] . Haptic interaction -interaction through exerting forces onto each other -has only recently gained academic interest [10, 6, 12, 15, 16, 2, 11] .
A majority of the studies reported that haptic interaction increases the observed motor task performance. The seminal work by Reed and Peshkin [10] showed that haptically connected pairs were faster at acquiring a target in a ballistic reaching task compared to both subjects doing the same task alone. In another influencial paper, Ganesh et al. [6] showed that both continuously haptically interacting partners were better at a continuous tracking task than people practicing the task alone. Interestingly, they found that participants improved due to interaction, irrespective of the skill level of the partner they were interacting with. Even with a worse partner, tracking performance improved due to the haptic interaction.
Furthermore, results from Ganesh et al. [6] suggest that interaction improves individual motor learning of tracking a target while the cursor was visually rotated around a midpoint (a visuomotor rotation) on two aspects. First, interacting partners showed absolute better individual performance after learning to perform the tracking task compared to participants practicing the task alone. Second, the initial individual motor learning rate of interacting partners was faster. Results of another study, in which participants performed an unstable balancing task, suggested that haptic interaction does not increase motor learning rate and improves individual performance only under certain conditions [2] . However, to our knowledge, no further studies have been conducted to specifically investigate the benefits of interaction on motor learning or whether these benefits generalize to other motor learning tasks, for instance whether interaction benefits learning to perform a tracking task in a novel dynamic environment.
In this work we study the effect of haptic interaction on motor learning of a velocity-dependent force field specifically. Participants performed a collaborative continuous movement task in which they intermittently interacted through a virtual spring with a partner. We elicit motor learning by introducing novel dynamics -a force field [14] -to investigate whether improvements in motor learning due to haptic interaction in a visuomotor rotation task, as reported by [6] , also generalize to other learning tasks. By comparing the individual motor performance of the interacting partners with a group that practiced the task alone, we infer whether haptic interaction indeed leads to improved motor learning. Based on the results of Ganesh et al. [6] , we expected that haptic interaction also ameliorates motor learning in a tracking task in which the participants have to learn novel dynamics.
Contrary to previous studies, we found that haptic interaction neither leads to individual motor performance improvement, nor that motor learning rate is increased. We did find that motor performance during haptic interaction is significantly better than participants practicing the task alone. Furthermore, results show that interaction improves tracking performance even when connected to a worse partner -similar as in [6, 16] . However, if a partner is around 40% worse in performance, no improvement is gained during interaction.
Materials & Methods

Robotic setup
Participants held and moved their own identical robotic manipulandum, as is shown in Fig. 1 . The robotic setup allowed arm movements in a 2D plane over a workspace that was constricted to a circle with a radius of 10 cm. The robotic setups were admittance-controlled to emulate a virtual mass of 0.3 kg and a damping of 0.25 N s m −1 (isotropic over the workspace). Both robots were controlled with the real-time EtherCAT system using the TwinCAT3 master software which executed a compiled MATLAB Simulink model running at 1 kHz.
Each partner had their own display that showed the allowed workspace, target and their own cursor (see Fig. 1 ). Cursor and target movement were scaled to match the real-world movement of the robotic manipulandum.
Task
Forty participants (aged 19-35 years, 28 males and 12 females) performed the experiment in pairs, similar as in [6] . All participants performed the same planar tracking task. The goal was to track a target as accurately as possible on a display. The cursor was controlled by moving a robotic manipulandum. Each participant had his/her own robotic manipulandum and display; a curtain obstructed view of the other partner and the partner's display.
Tracking signal
The participants tracked the continuously moving target during trials of 23 s, including a lead-in time of 3 s. The target movement was always the same for both partners in a pair. The target movement (in cm) was defined as a sum-of-sines: 
The force field allowed analysis of motor learning during the tracking task (see [5, 17] ) and, during haptic interaction between partners in a pair, the effect of interaction on motor learning. Pilot tests of our experiment design and previous work [5] confirmed that a force field in a continuous tracking task results in motor learning. The concept of a force field was explained to the participants; they were instructed to try to track the target as accurately as possible despite the forces. Furthermore, we asked participants not to stop tracking to learn the force field. After each trial, the visual feedback was switched off and the robotic manipulanda were moved back to the start position by the robotic device, followed by a 20 s break.
Participants gave informed consent to participation in the study. The study was designed following the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki. An expedited assessment of the study by the Medical Ethical Review Board of the University of Twente (METC Twente) showed that the study poses minimal risk and under Dutch law does not need full medical ethical review.
Solo and interaction groups
Twenty pairs were randomly assigned to a solo group or an interaction group (resulting in ten pairs per group). Pairs were not informed about which group they were in.
Connected and single trials Two types of trials were used in the experiment: connected and single trials. The interaction group interacted in alternating trials with each other through a haptic elastic force; these trials are denoted as connected trials. The elastic force allowed the partners to haptically interact, while being able to independently execute the tracking task.
The computer-generated elastic force consisted of a spring stiffness of
where F s is the elastic force exerted on a participant's hand, p p and v p and p y and v y are the partner's and the participant's own position and velocity, respectively. The elastic force was exerted onto both partners' hands by the robotic setup. If a partner moved away from the other partner, they both experienced a force pulling them toward each other (similar to [6] ). The stiffness of the spring was chosen to be similar to the stiffness used in previous work [6] . Participants could feel the interaction force, yet the compliance was such that independent and active task execution was required; participants could not completely relax and let the force pull their hand along. The partners were not connected during the remaining trials; these trials are denoted as single trials. The sequence of alternating single (S) and connected (C) trials (hence SC-SCSCSCSCSCSCSCSCSCS) for the interaction group was the same for each block. Participants were not explicitly made aware whether the trial was a single or connected trial.
The solo group performed all trials alone (only single trials). For consistency, participants in the solo group always performed the task in pairs, but were never connected.
Data analysis
Motor performance was measured as the root-mean-square (RMS) of the tracking error, denoted by E (in cm), recorded at 1 kHz. Performance was calculated per partner for each trial. The performance during single trials represents the individual motor performance and is denoted by E s . For the interacting pairs during connected trials, E c represents a participant's motor performance while haptically interacting with their partner.
To evaluate how haptic interaction influences each partner's individual motor learing, we plotted the performance of the single trials, denoted by E s , of the interaction group and compared them to the single performance of the same trials of the solo group. An exponential function
was fitted to the learning curves of the single trials for each participant to estimate the learning rate (λ). We also fit this function to the performances during connected trials of the interaction group. Goodness of fit was assessed using the r 2 value (note that we use r 2 to avoid confusion with the relative performance R, explained later on).
Similar to Ganesh et al. [6] and Takagi et al. [16] , we examine the relation between improvement due to the haptic interaction and the relative performance difference between partners. This allows us to study whether interaction with a better or worse partner results in differences in benefits of the interaction for different skill levels. The improvement in performance due to interaction (I) is calculated as
where E c is the performance in a connected trial and E s is the performance in the single trial following the connected trial. The relative performance (R) of the partner you interact with is calculated by
where E s,p is the partner's performance during the single trial and E s is the participant's own performance during the same single trial.
To test which relative performance R still yields improvement during interaction I, we fit the linear model I = β 0 + β 1 R + β 2 R 2 to the data using a robust least-squares algorithm with bisquare weighting. The 95% confidence bounds of the model were also calculated.
Interaction forces due to the connection spring and total measured force applied directly to the robotic handle were recorded during each trial. The RMS of the interaction force F I indicates how much force participants exchanged during interaction trials. We also analyse how much RMS measured force F M was needed to complete the tracking task in the force field for comparison. Exponential models in the form of F M,I = F A e −ωt + F ∞ were fit to the interaction force and measured force for the connected and single trials to quantify the change in force during learning and interaction. To study how the measured force increased or decreased during a connected trial compared to a single trial and how this varies with relative partner performance, we calculated the force ratio as the ratio of the measured force during a connected trial F M,c and the force during the immediately following single trial F M,s in the force field blocks per participant.
Since data were not normally distributed (assessed with the Lilliefors tests) we used non-parametric methods to test for significant effects. We used the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests for within-group tests (for instance to compare single and connected performance). The Mann-Whitney U test was used to test differences between independent samples (between the solo and interaction groups). The level of significance was set to α = 0.01.
Results
To investigate whether haptic interaction leads to improved individual motor learning, we compared motor performance of a tracking task between two groups: an interaction group and a solo group. Participants performed the tracking task in pairs. The partners in the interaction group were intermittently connected through a virtual spring through which they haptically interacted; these trials are denoted as connected trials. The partners were not connected in the remaining trials and served as catch trials (denoted as single trials) to assess the individual performance of each partner. The pairs in the solo group were never connected and thus only performed single trials. A force field was introduced to elicit motor learning. The performance of the interacting partners during their single trials is compared to the single performance of the solo partners. The motor learning curves (mean and standard error) of the individual motor performance during single trials for the interaction and solo groups for all blocks are shown in Fig. 2 . We did not find any significant differences between the individual learning curves of the interaction and solo groups. Motor learning rates λ of the learning curves during the force field blocks (Fig. 2B) , extracted from Eq. 4, were not significantly different between the single trials of the interaction and solo groups. Fig. 2C shows the performance after learning based on the last five trials of the force field blocks, i.e. after learning the force field. We found no significant difference in individual performance after learning between the interaction and solo group. Hence, our results suggest that interaction through an compliant connection does not lead to improved individual performance or increased learning rate.
Haptic Interaction Does Not Improve Individual Motor Learning
Individual motor performance improvement in the force field blocks was significant for all participants except four of the forty participants. For each participant, we compared the performance in the last eight single trials to the initial single trial in the force field using a sign test at α = 0.05. Furthermore, the absolute improvement for the solo and interaction group was in the same order of magnitude as [5] , a study which also performed tracking tasks in a force field (note that they used an assistive/resistive force field).
Haptic interaction does lead to significant absolute improvement in motor performance during interaction (see the performance during the connected trials in Fig. 2A and Fig. 2C ), corroborating the results of Ganesh et al. [6] . Performance in the last five connected trials was significantly better (lower performance score) compared to their own single trials and the single trials of the solo group (see Fig. 2C ). As with the single trial performances, we did not see any differences in learning rate of motor performance during the interaction trials (Fig. 2B ) compared to the single trials of the interaction group and solo group.
Haptic Interaction Leads to Mutual Performance Benefits
Since these results only partially corroborate the results of [6, 16] , we wondered whether interaction leads to mutual benefits in improvement during interaction, even when connected to a worse partner; a key finding of [6] . Fig. 3A shows the relative improvement due to interaction I versus relative partner performance R (as introduced by [6] ). Indeed, interacting with a better partner during a connected trial improves performance compared to the performance during a subsequent single trial. Interaction with a worse partner also improves performance, albeit less than interaction with a better partner. Our data show that the interaction benefits with a progressively worse partner are not limitless; interacting with a partner who performs 41.5% worse than your own performance leads to no significant improvement. The limit in relative performance R at which no significant improvement I was present is the point where the lower confidence bound of the fitted linear model (I = β 0 + β 0 R + β 2 R 2 ) intersects the abscissa (I = 0, see Fig. 3A ). Hence interaction leads to mutual benefits as in [6] , but shows less benefit for interacting with progressively worse partners.
Interaction forces (median = 0.47N, last five connected trials) were almost three times lower than the measured force. The measured force during the last five connected trials (median = 1.49 N) of the interaction group was slightly higher compared to their last five single trials (median = 1.45 N), but not significant (U = 2826, p = 0.067). We found no significant difference in measured force between the last five single trials of the interaction group and solo group (W = 2204, p = 0.270). Interaction forces were almost threefold lower than the measured force (median = 0.47N, last five connected trials). The measured force (F M ) during connected and single trials and interaction force (F I ) all decreased significantly during the force field blocks (all 95% model parameter confidence intervals of the fitted exponential functions did not include zero). On initial exposure to force field, measured force during connected and single trials of the interaction group was slightly higher than the last five connected or single trials (difference of 0.058-0.169 N). Interaction force was 0.074-0.123 N higher compared to the last five trials. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 3B , during connected trials, participants that interacted with a better partner produced less force, whereas better partners produced more force relative to their subsequent single trial.
Discussion
In this work we investigated whether human-human haptic interaction with a partner through a virtual spring would result in improved individual motor learning compared to learning the task alone. We found that haptic interaction does not lead to improved individual motor performance or an increase in motor learning rate. Performance of the interacting partners during interaction was significantly better than when the partners were not interacting. The main conclusion of this work -human-human haptic interaction does not improve individual motor learning -is in contrast with the findings of Ganesh et al. [6] . Although our study was methodologically similar to theirs, some aspects in the experiment could be the cause for the (partially) different results.
The type of learning task, force field or visuomotor rotation, could be an important factor in why we did not see improvement in individual motor learning. We chose for a force field for the following reasons. First, we wondered whether the effects on motor learning as observed by Ganesh et al. also generalized to tasks in which the haptic interaction forces are in the same domain as the forces needed to complete the task (e.g. counteracting the force field). We are not the first to do this: a recent study showed that human-human haptic interaction can be studied in a task in which participants performed a balancing task with unstable dynamics [2] . Furthermore, pilot tests and previous work [5] indicated that force fields can be used for motor learning assessment and yield significant motor learning, albeit with improvements in the order of millimeters, which is also confirmed by our results. A learning paradigm such as a visuomotor rotation could elicit more prominent learning. Second, haptic assistance when learning novel task dynamics, for instance during learning how to balance yourself on a bicycle, has in our opinion a higher out-of-the-lab validity compared to a visual perturbation [18] . It is possible that the benefits of human-human interaction are dependent on task characteristics, such as the learning paradigm. To investigate this hypotheses further, we are conducting a follow-up study using a visuomotor rotation as the learning paradigm.
Perhaps the motor task did not leave enough room for learning, hence the task did not facilitate the interacting partners to improve beyond their baseline performance. We performed (unpublished) tests in which interacting and solo partners performed the same tracking task but with more difficult tracking signals (signals with higher accelerations and velocities). The observed performances were worse (i.e. higher mean error E per trial), however we did not see a significantly better motor improvement of the interaction group. Increasing the difficulty of a tracking task by increasing the difficulty of the tracking signal does not necessarily lead to 'better' motor learning curves. For instance, between-subject variability and non-linearity in tracking behavior (e.g. focus lapses, predictive tracking) are observed when increasing the tracking signal difficulty [4] , complicating analysis. Lastly, our data support the observation of [6] that haptic interaction leads to mutual performance improvement benefits: interaction improves performance for both partners, even for the partner interacting with a worse partner. Through computational modelling, Takagi et al. [16] posit that the mutual benefits during interaction exist because partners infer each other's movements through the haptic connection. In this study, however, one could argue that the forces due to moving through the force field 'mask' the interaction forces, making it difficult to distinguish between interaction forces and force-field-induced forces and hence infer your partner's movement. Still, interaction in a force field learning task leads to mutual improvement. Perhaps humans are indeed able to infer their partner's movement despite the ambiguitiy of the origin of the experienced force. However, our results may also provide support for alternative explanations for the mutual benefits during interaction, for instance that interaction implicitly counteracts irregular or erratic tracking behavior of both partners.
We also found that interacting with progressively worse partner reduces the improvement during interaction. When a partner is 41.5% worse in individual relative performance, interacting with that partner does not yield improvements for the participant. Our data do no go beyond a relative performance of -50%, so we do not know whether the trend observed in Fig. 3A continues to negative improvement or converges to zero improvement for progressively worse partners.
The interaction force F I due to the spring was approximately three times smaller than the measured force F M during a single or connected trial. Sawers et al. [11] showed that movement goals are communicated by small forces in a cooperative task, which might concur with the interaction force results we found. However, since the interaction forces are much smaller than the measured force and the force field and interaction forces regularly aligned in direction, it is questionable whether participants were able to reliably distinguish forces due to interaction or forces due to moving through a force field. The interaction forces may have been used to stabilize tracking behavior. This is corroborated by the presented force ratio data; it seems that better partners 'take over' or counteract the irregular or erratic tracking behavior of the worse partner, at the expense of a higher measured force during interaction. A more detailed analysis of the force profiles is necessary; although useful, lumping a force profile in a single parameter (RMS) results in loss of important features that could unveil aspects of interaction.
While our study provides additional results for assessing the efficacy of human-human interaction on motor learning, many key aspects were not taken into account in this study. Although we used a different learning paradigm than described in [6] , we still do not know how task-dependent the effects of humanhuman interaction are on motor learning. In addition, we only tested one connection stiffness, a factor that plays an important role in physical interaction and subsequently learning. We intend to measure learning during interaction with different (in particular higher) connection stiffnesses. Our own pilot tests did show differences in improvement during interaction, where the worse partner increased more with higher connection stiffnesses, but no differences in learning. Furthermore, our analysis does not go into more detail on the differences in (absolute) motor skill of the interacting partners, and how the difference in motor skill influence the partners on an individual level. Currently, our analysis is performed on group level, whereas further investigation on within-participant effects is warranted.
Although we did not find direct evidence that human-human haptic interaction through a compliant connection leads to improved individual motor learning, the paradigm has many uses for assistive human-robot interaction or human-human interaction through robotics for learning applications, such as gaming and rehabilitation. Further studies are needed to identify the principles underlying human-human haptic interaction, such that human-robot interactions algorithms can haptically interact with a human in a more intuitive way.
